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ABSTRACT

the world: Chess, Checkers, Sudoku, Go and Mathematical Four Operations
Intelligence Potion (Pineapple Math) ... These games develop the power of
reasoning and strategic thinking ability of people. All of them are based on
mathematics.

Let’s refresh our brain. How Does? There are games known as brain sports in
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INTRODUCTION

COMMON LANGUAGE OF ALL NATIONS MATHEMATICS

he The person who learns and applies mathematics more widely
develops a logical and creative approach. Developing math skills in the
workplace improves employers productivity. I believe it can help improve
the workplace, reduce costs and even avoid life-threatening mistakes. In
addition, it can improve the self-confidence of employees and remove
obstacles to their development… Because mathematics is a robust, useful
universal language that enriches civilizations without knowing language, race,
religion or country. It is indispensable for the individual, society, science and
technology. It is a science, an art, whose scope and depth cannot be limited.
It is the greatest common value created by the human mind.

Let’s refresh our brain. How Does? There are games known as brain sports in
the world: Chess, checkers, sudoku, go and Mathematical Four Operations
Intelligence Potion (Cone math) ... These games develop people’s reasoning
and strategic thinking ability. All of them are based on mathematics. The
person who learns and applies mathematics more widely develops a logical
and creative approach.

T

Its universality is its strength. Just as it has reached us by transcending the
ages, again by transcending the ages, will reach new generations Mathematical
thinking is the systematic and rapid inclination of people towards problems;
It is the name of parsing the existing information, transferring it to life and
revealing ideas that have never been said.
We need to look at education from a new perspective. Continuity of parentschool communication should be ensured. Learning should be made a habit
for our children, who are fully trusted by their parents, given importance to
teacher development, and routinely organized development programs based
on the needs of the teachers, taking into account the opinions of the teachers,
as well as the guarantee of our future. Individualized approaches should be
designed by exploring different types of learning in students. Educating
students who can use more than one foreign language, actively participate
in international and domestic social projects, where process evaluation and
effective learning methods are used, technology is involved in all areas of
education,In the words of the ancients, which we call life, “the world of
three days.” So, in our short life, the learning phase should not be only in
schools. We must adopt the philosophy of lifelong learning. One must be in
the struggle to find the truth and the good sincerely. Efforts should be made
to acquire moral values, which are a necessity of being human, and care
should be taken to interpret and internalize the concepts correctly. Rightsbased education approach, sensitivity to gender, education of disadvantaged
children, democratic school culture, able to act with team spirit, thinking
on the basis of social benefit, interpreting environmental awareness as a
necessity, not a necessity, working with the desire to make a difference in
education, and reflecting all these in actions, not just wonderful discourses.
In the context of being in an effort, one should be busy.
I believe that everyone will love, learn and use mathematics for a lifetime.
The management of our country by a pioneer, planned, versatile, best, most
extraordinary, educational and leader manager who can touch the heart of
every student without discrimination and personality. Our goal is to read...
Write... Discover... Then re-writing to correct the deficiencies and mistakes
I see... Observing... Our goals are to spend every moment of our lives in a
beautiful and enjoyable way, to be a useful person, first of all to ourselves, to
our country, and then to the world. Of course, honestly, humanely, not in
my opinion, but by everyone, in a modern way.

It can also improve the self-confidence of employees and remove obstacles
to their development… It can also improve the self-confidence of employees
and remove obstacles to their development… Because mathematics is a
robust, useful universal language that enriches civilizations without knowing
language, race, religion or country. It is indispensable for the individual, for
society, for science, for technology. to the spreading area and it is a science,
an art, whose depth cannot be limited. It is the greatest common value
created by the human mind.
Just as it has reached us by transcending the ages, it will also reach new
generations by transcending the ages. Mathematical thinking is the
systematic and rapid inclination of people towards problems; It is the name
of parsing the existing information, We need to look at education from a
new perspective. Continuity of parent-school communication should be
ensured. Learning should be made a habit for our children, who are fully
trusted by their parents, given importance to teacher development, and
routinely organized development programs based on the needs of the
teachers by taking the opinions of the teachers, the guarantee of our future.
Individualized approaches should be designed by exploring different types
of learning in students. Effective learning methods are used with process
evaluation, It should be defined as reaching the educational goals that will
provide the institutional expectation at a high level with an army of educators,
where technology is involved in all areas of education, actively participating
in international and domestic social projects, educating students who can
use more than one foreign language, and actively transferring the education
method arranged in accordance with the vision and mission of the institution
to the educational environment.
In the words of the ancients, which we call life, “the world of three days.”
So, in our short life, the learning phase should not be only in schools. We
must adopt the philosophy of lifelong learning. One must be in the struggle
to find the truth and the good sincerely. Efforts should be made to acquire
moral values, which are a necessity of being human, and care should be taken
to interpret and internalize the concepts correctly.Rights-based education
approach, sensitivity to gender, education of disadvantaged children,
democratic school culture, able to act with team spirit, Thinking on the basis
of social benefit, interpreting environmental awareness as a necessity rather
than a necessity, working with the desire. to make a difference in education,
and reflecting all of these to actions, not just wonderful discourses. In the
context of being in an effort, one should be busy. I believe that everyone
will love mathematics, learn it and use it for a lifetime. Our ideal; Without
discrimination,a pioneer who can touch the heart of every student regardless
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of personality, The management of our country by a planned, versatile, best,
most extraordinary, educational and leader manager in his field... Our goal
is to read...write... Discover... Then write again to correct the deficiencies
and mistakes I see... Observe... Our goals are to spend every moment of
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our lives in a beautiful and enjoyable way , First of all, to be a useful person
to ourselves, to our country, and then to the world. Of course, honestly,
humanely, not in my opinion, but by everyone, in a modern way...
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